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Editorial

Research and Scholarship in Collegiate Emergency Medical Services: Current State and Opportunities for Progress

*JCEMS and NCEMSF are spearheading the drive to promote research and scholarship in the field of campus-based pre-hospital emergency care.*

**Nicholas M.G. Friedman**, BA, EMT-B; **Brittany J. Dingler**, BA, PA-S; **Jose V. Nable**, MD, MS, NRP; **George J. Koenig**, DO, MS

Over the last twenty-five years, the collegiate or campus-based emergency medical services (CBEMS) community has evolved at an impressive rate, and new CBEMS organizations are instituted nearly every year. Although organizations dedicated to campus-based EMS trace back to at least 1948, the establishment of the National Collegiate EMS Foundation (NCEMSF) in 1993 marks a seminal event in the history of collegiate EMS. Prior to the establishment of NCEMSF, CBEMS organizations struggled to efficiently share resources and network with each other. Further inhibiting the advancement of collegiate EMS, a bias towards CBEMS organizations existed within the broader EMS community. Despite the fact that CBEMS organizations staffed licensed EMS providers, there was a perception that CBEMS organizations provided a lower quality of care than traditional EMS services. To promote the advancement of collegiate EMS, NCEMSF facilitated communication between organizations and developed a robust network of supportive alumni and professionals. In addition, through education and advocacy, NCEMSF provided CBEMS organizations with the legitimacy needed to gain the approval of the EMS community. Without question, NCEMSF has markedly progressed the field of college health and safety.

Yet, notwithstanding the opportunities facilitated by NCEMSF, a gap exists in the scholarly literature...
and in popular sources on CBEMS. In this editorial, our aim is to motivate research and other scholarly efforts within the CBEMS community. We will articulate the gap in the scholarly literature and identify why CBEMS organizations are well positioned to overcome the barriers associated with EMS research. We will then discuss how NCEMSF and The Journal of Collegiate Emergency Medical Services (JCEMS) will foster collaboration within the CBEMS community to build a culture of research and scholarship.

Gap in the Literature

The lack of research and evidence-based guidelines supporting clinical and policy decisions in pre-hospital emergency care has been repeatedly articulated. Relative to other healthcare fields and medical specialties, EMS is in its infancy; only in the 1960s and 70s did influential publications and impactful legislation carve a path for the development of modern EMS systems. Yet, as EMS systems grew, a vigorous research apparatus failed to develop. In 2001, the National EMS Research Agenda – published with the support of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the Maternal and Child Health Bureau of the Health Resources Services Administration – identified a distinct lack of high quality, methodologically rigorous, EMS-related research within the domains of clinical care, systems design, and educational practice. Building upon the agenda, the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM’s) Committee on the Future of Emergency Care in the United States Health System published “Emergency Medicine at the Crossroads” in 2006. The report reiterated the lack of existing EMS-related research to guide improvements in patient outcomes, and also provided further recommendations to expand the evidence base supporting clinical interventions and systems development. Since the publication of the National EMS Research Agenda and the IOM’s report, EMS-related research has expanded and fruitful efforts have been undertaken to translate research findings into practice through the development of evidence-based guidelines. In fact, the recent recognition of EMS as a distinct boarded medical subspecialty by the American Board of Medical Specialists in 2013 highlights a respect for EMS as a distinct fund of scientific knowledge, primed for original research and other scholarly works. However, despite advancements in EMS research, there is a continued recognition that EMS trails far behind other medical fields with respect to research.

Of concern in the current editorial is the dearth of published original research and related scholarship (eg, case reports, clinical reviews, and perspectives pieces) in the field of CBEMS. Even relative to the lack of scholarship within the traditional EMS community, CBEMS-related scholarly work is scarce. To our knowledge, less than a dozen research papers, case studies, or other forms of scholarship that are specifically focused on CBEMS have been published in the scholarly literature (ie, academic journals). Most of these articles have been published in scholarly journals that specifically cater to EMS medical directors (Prehospital Emergency Care and Prehospital and Disaster Medicine) or career college health professionals (eg, Journal of American College Health), rather than CBEMS leaders, providers, or affiliated professionals. Even in popular sources (ie, magazines or websites), articles describing CBEMS only rarely surface. Certainly, research and scholarship focused on traditional pre-hospital emergency care is of relevance to the CBEMS community; nonetheless, the unique structure of CBEMS organizations and the particular environment within which CBEMS organizations operate underscore the need for focused research projects and a targeted source of literature.

CBEMS organizations differ in significant ways from traditional EMS services. CBEMS organizations are uniquely situated on university and college campuses, which are characterized by complicated physical layouts, frequent mass gathering events (eg, stadium sporting events, music festivals), and highly-populated, confined areas. Although a large-scale survey of CBEMS patient encounters has yet to be undertaken, it is widely understood that CBEMS organizations serve a challenging demographic. To wit, CBEMS organizations must simultaneously be prepared to care for college-aged individuals – who may present with distinct clinical, social, and psychological needs – as well as faculty, staff, and campus visitors of all ages. CBEMS organizations are licensed to provide care at the basic life support (BLS) or advanced life support (ALS) level; however, providers are typically undergraduate [or, less frequently, graduate] students who serve within an organization for no more than four years. Moreover, unlike traditional EMS services, CBEMS organizations generally receive oversight
from campus health centers, campus safety departments, or student government bodies. Given the unique environmental, clinical, and organizational challenges inherent in the provision of on-campus emergency care, it may not always be appropriate or feasible to translate research and scholarship designed for traditional EMS services into the practices of CBEMS organizations.

Opportunities for Growth
The paucity of literature represents an exciting opportunity for the CBEMS community. CBEMS leaders and providers may now conduct original research and scholarship in an under-explored field, fostering the advancement of CBEMS while simultaneously promoting their own professional and scholarly development. By conducting research and preparing scholarly work for peer review, CBEMS leaders and providers can identify best practices to share with the entire community. Student-providers are in a particularly strong position to produce research and scholarship and to translate findings into practice. In contrast to traditional EMS agencies that operate outside of academic institutions, CBEMS organizations operate within colleges and universities designed to foster inquiry and investigation. Likely, the majority of CBEMS leaders and providers are already actively engaged in scholarly endeavors and aspire to pursue careers in intellectually rigorous fields. Thus, the CBEMS community represents a cohort of motivated, curious, and academically-minded individuals who are eager to both practice and advance medicine. In fact, the development of a cadre of CBEMS researchers may be a route to the promotion of research that extends beyond campuses into the broader field of EMS. Ultimately, while the lack of scholarship within the CBEMS community is cause for concern, this community is uniquely prepared to support scholarly endeavors.

Challenges to Conducting Research
While many barriers that hinder research efforts within traditional EMS communities across the world have been identified over the last two decades, the CBEMS community is well-positioned to overcome them. These barriers may be broadly grouped into seven domains: Data Collection, Ethical Conduct, Funding Sources, Competing Obligations, Continuity of Leadership, Education and Mentorship, and Culture and Values.

Data Collection
Collecting data on patient encounters is complicated by the fact that patients are often treated by providers from multiple EMS organizations and facilities, who may be reluctant to share data. In addition, for CBEMS organizations in particular, low call volumes create challenges for compiling enough data points to conduct studies with sufficient statistical power. Few efforts have been undertaken to systematically compile data from multiple CBEMS organizations, which may reflect a lack of standardization in data collection practices; organizations collect data via either pen-and-paper or electronic means and may not collect the same types of data points. In addition, organizations may inconsistently collect data points or may apply differing data definitions from each other (eg, defining an encounter with an intoxicated patient as either a medical or a behavioral call). Lastly, appropriate data analysis may require a consistent definition of CBEMS-specific patient encounters. For example, it remains to be determined whether CBEMS responses to off-campus incidents should be analyzed in aggregate with or separately from on-campus incidents.

Despite challenges in data collection, CBEMS providers are well positioned to methodically collect data by coupling their academic backgrounds with the opportunities provided by NCEMSF. Specifically, NCEMSF hosts an organizational database which has the potential to serve as a rich source of information on CBEMS organizations, provided the database is regularly updated by each organization. In addition, NCEMSF has developed a cardiac arrest response registry, which represents a preliminary model for large-scale, clinical-based data collection. Lastly, the regional coordinator system of NCEMSF provides a networking route for organizations to compile sufficient data to appropriately power studies.

Ethical Conduct
Prior to conducting studies on human participants to contribute to generalizable knowledge (ie, publishable research), approval from an Institutional Review Board (IRB) is required. Although IRBs may not be familiar with standard EMS practices, IRBs serve to ensure that research will be conducted ethically. For example, IRBs ensure that participants or patients will be capable of providing informed consent — or appropriately exempted — and that their privacy will be respected. Prior to
submission of an application to an IRB, researchers must determine (1) when, how, and by whom informed consent must be obtained, (2) how to properly de-identify participant or patient information in compliance with HIPAA, and (3) how to properly obtain patient information from entities involved in the continued care of patients (eg, receiving hospitals). Obtaining informed consent in the pre-hospital, campus-based environment is complicated by the facts that patients may present with debilitating conditions and that students may be considered “vulnerable populations.” Nonetheless, applying for IRB approval is commonplace at academic institutions, whereas a traditional EMS service may not even have readily available access to an IRB. Due to the stringent guidelines mentioned, preparing a proposal to an IRB should be seen as an opportunity to develop an appropriately- and ethically-designed study that can push collegiate EMS further in both research and patient care.

**Funding Sources**

Acquiring funding may be difficult because grants may be limited at the federal, state, and local levels, and because submitting applications for funding is time-consuming and, often, complicated. Thankfully, research funding is typically, and often easily, obtained from university-wide grants or from specific academic departments. Academic institutions often pride themselves on their support of student initiatives that supplement classroom education and promote student health and safety. Local and regional funding sources may also be interested in supporting CBEMS organizations within their jurisdiction, particularly organizations that respond to calls in the broader, off-campus community.

**Competing Obligations**

Research is often time-consuming, and may be seen as secondary in priority to clinical and administrative duties. CBEMS providers, however, are often ambitious individuals who are inclined to pursue multiple projects and responsibilities at any given time. These student-providers are not only motivated to be intensely involved in EMS, but also various extracurricular activities, jobs, and research within their respective academic disciplines. In fact, by conducting CBEMS-related research, student-providers may find a way to bridge their academic and EMS-related obligations and interests.

**Continuity of Leadership**

For organizations staffed primarily by students, annual or frequent staff turnover may hinder continuity of leadership throughout long-term research projects. Long-term research projects may also be interrupted by breaks in the academic calendar. Fortunately, CBEMS organizations are adept at transitioning clinical and administrative leadership duties over time, thereby affording the opportunity to link research and scholarly projects to existing systems of leadership transition. CBEMS organizations also typically receive oversight or supervision from professional staff and advisors who may provide continuity of support for research projects.

**Education and Mentorship**

A focus on research is frequently absent from standard EMS courses. As a result, providers often lack the requisite knowledge and technical expertise required to conduct methodologically rigorous EMS-related research studies on their own. In addition to a lack of familiarity with relevant research methodologies, providers may not know how to obtain Institutional Review Board approval, acquire funding, recruit collaborators and participants, or prepare their research for presentation or publication. CBEMS providers, however, are often deeply engaged with scholarly endeavors outside of EMS, offering a route for the development of relevant expertise. CBEMS providers also have access to faculty support within their respective academic institutions, as discussed later in the “Collaborative Research and Scholarship” section.

**Culture & Values**

Perhaps the greatest barrier to producing CBEMS-related research and scholarship is the prevalence of a culture that does not prioritize, value, or recognize the need for scholarship. Most of the scarce CBEMS-related peer-reviewed articles [or published abstracts] have been produced by NCEMSF or Georgetown University, suggesting that conducting CBEMS-related research has not been a priority for most organizations and providers; research needs and opportunities are typically absent from most discussions about organizational development. As a result, CBEMS providers may not recognize the tightly-knit relationships between innovative research, organizational development, and improvements in patient care. However, despite the lack of a rich scholarly culture,
the CBEMS community values personal growth, innovation, and service. Scholarship and research – when linked to improvements in practice – therefore strongly support the CBEMS community’s values and commitments.

**Collaborative Research and Scholarship**

Many of these barriers can be overcome by exploiting one of the characteristics that best defines CBEMS: collaboration. Developing a culture of scholarship within the CBEMS community will require a dedicated effort to promote collaboration within CBEMS organizations; between CBEMS providers, professional clinicians, and academic faculty; and between multiple organizations.

Collaborative research fosters camaraderie and builds community. Collaborating with students from multiple disciplines is also essential to attacking research questions that do not fall neatly within one academic purview. The advancement of CBEMS is an inherently multidisciplinary pursuit that will require rigorous investigations of clinical practice, organizational management strategies, administrative and financial policies, educational methods, technological developments, ethical decision-making, provider mental health, and far more. Improving organizations through research and scholarship will require the involvement of students from many academic disciplines. For example, a study designed to identify the factors that lead to post-shift stress in a population of providers might benefit from the involvement of a student in the exercise science department (to help measure physiological stressors) and a student in the psychology department (to capture psychological stressors).

In addition to collaboration between students from multiple disciplines, collaboration with CBEMS’ partners in care (ie, health centers, campus safety, and traditional EMS) and faculty are essential. Faculty members are able to draw upon their knowledge of various research methods and relevant processes (eg, applying for funding, submitting IRB proposals, and preparing publications). Students can pair their own enthusiasm toward a research problem with their faculty’s thorough understanding of research to produce scholarly solutions that will improve their organization, campus, and community. Furthermore, because each organization should have a medical director, CBEMS scholars should have access to an in-house collaborator with an advanced medical license who is able to provide expertise on clinically-g geared projects. As CBEMS-related research becomes widespread, organizations may even attract more research-minded students, faculty advisors, and medical directors, thereby allowing initial research efforts to pave a path for future work.

Inter-agency collaboration provides great opportunities to identify and approach large-scale initiatives and projects that affect a wider population of CBEMS providers, such as evaluating mass-casualty incidents during campus events. Multiple organizations working together may also take advantage of shared funding, resources, data, and knowledge, as well as a consolidation of manpower. Such inter-agency collaboration could especially benefit neighboring organizations that are similar in geography, demography, student population size, and state or regional protocols.

**JCEMS & NCEMSF: Forging a Partnership**

On its 25th Anniversary, NCEMSF formed a partnership with The Journal of Collegiate EMS (JCEMS) to promote CBEMS scholarship and to spark immediate and sustainable progress in this young, growing field of research. JCEMS will provide an open access, peer-reviewed journal edited by a board of established leaders, clinicians, and research scholars, with the goal of supporting evidence-based practice and strengthening the voice of the collegiate CBEMS community. The JCEMS Editorial Board will maintain editorial autonomy while NCEMSF – an established and enduring institution – will provide the journal with networking, administrative, and financial support.

The rigorous standards demanded by the JCEMS peer-review process and ethical guidelines place JCEMS in line with the most respected academic journals. Peer review demands scholarly accountability through stringent evaluation, which facilitates impactful, professional collaboration and increases credibility. Peer review is accomplished by independent reviewers – diligently selected by the JCEMS Editorial Board – who serve as leaders and scholars in their fields, who practice at the top of their advanced degrees, and whose specialties align with the scope of each reviewed article. In addition to a rigorous peer review process, JCEMS freely provides all of its content online. As an open access journal, JCEMS provides a consolidated resource from which providers and affiliated professionals may seek current, evidence-based
information to help them improve their organizations and, ultimately, patient outcomes.

In addition to providing a forum for CBEMS providers to publish, JCEMS seeks to make research more accessible to developing scholars. In collaboration with NCEMSF, JCEMS will help identify mentors who can help guide CBEMS providers and organizations in the development of research projects and the production of publishable work. By identifying mentors, JCEMS and NCEMSF will help individual organizations join in the effort to mount research as a pillar of the broader CBEMS community. Since its inception in 1993, NCEMSF has demonstrated to the EMS community that CBEMS organizations can provide emergency care of the highest quality. Now, it is time to establish a CBEMS scholarship-base worthy of the same respect.
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